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Special Announcements What is proper lighting, anyway?
••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••
The Blue Key Leadership Forum is this Saturday from 8:45a.m. to 1 :OOp.m. Speakers from
Proctor & Gamble, " McDonnal Douglas, 'the Student Affairs Office, and Blue Key will be leading
sessions on working cooperatively, motivation,
management, and leadership. This forum is to
benefit the student leaders of today and the future
so their organization may run better. The fee is
$7.00 per person and if you still wish to participate
you must contact Aaron Shaw at 364-51'64. Refreshments will be served.
•••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••
ATIENTION DECEMBER GRADUATES. Commencement announcements are now available in
the Registrar's Office for all graduating students.
These announcemnets are provided by the University at no cost to students who will be graduating on December 18, 1993.

STUCO
SOURCE

• Over the course of the past few
weeks, Student Council and the University have received multiple complaints and concerns over campus
lighting. In answer to these student
complaints, the University will ,b e
hiriflg a private c~msultant to evaluate
the present lighting system. Lighting
standards are currently established
according to the traffic level (high,
medium, low) and location (parking,

UMR TeCHS on sex and A mer i can
alcohol: the mi$sing link Ed u c at i o·n
entered college neyer having learned
poSitive coping skills.
Then there's sex. It may be the
biggest unacknowledged reason for
drinking of all. Alcohol can work
wonders in turning an attraction into
an affair. The problem is that it can
Often when students are asked also tum a night into a nightmare. Just
why they drink alcohol they mention ask the thousands of young adults who
the psychological payoffs: iO relax get caught up every year in allegations
and feel less selfconscious, to fit in, of acquaintance rape: He says she was
be socialable, or express themselves asking for it. She says she was asking
• better. If you scratch beneath -the him to stop. Studies also show that
surface of those reasons there are often drinking and unsafe sex go together
unacknow ledged reasons such as like unsafe sex and sexually transmitboredom, low self-esteem, depres- ted diseases.
A fmal item to consider in the
sion, loneliness and dozens of other
relationship between sex and alcohol
problems..
One thing that experts have noted is something Shakespeare noted hunover the years is that people who drink dreds of years ago when he pointed out
10 escape their problems or increase that alcohol "provokes the desire but it
their self-confidence are more likely takes away the performance." Scie10· become problem drinkers. These tifec studies and problem drinkers .
students often graduate at the develop- themselves bear this out with reports
mental level they were at when they
see Sex, page 4
UMR TECHS
SOURCE

Week to be
observed in.
November
KCSNYDER
STAFF WRITER

The UMR chapter of the Student
Missouri State Teachers Association
(SMSTA) proudly announces the designation of November 14 to 20 as
American Education Week. The purpose of the observance is to raise
awareness of the importance of education in America and to recognize
the efforts and accomplishments of
the nation's primary 'and secondary
school teachers.
The UMR SMST A chapter , which
has about 20 members, is the student

see Week, page 4

pedestrian security, pedestrian) at
each point on campus. The University
is willing to discuss changes to the
lighting, but would lik7 to establish
lighting standards that will be acceptable for a reasonable time-frame.
·The opinion on what constitutes
proper lighting varies with each individual, and currently it is not known to
what extent the student population
would like light levels raised,. To help
formulate student position, Student
Council is asking for student comments. Designating specific problem
areas on campus in comments will
help considerably, but all comments
are welcome. Statements can be relayed to the StuCo Office, Attn. University Relat,ions, 202 UCW, orvia e-

mail at STUCO@UMRVMA. Because safety is a key concern for all
students, this is a high priority issue.
Timely student comments will help
Stude!)t Councildeterrnine themagnitude of the problem and provide an information base for planning a solution
with the University.
As requests for better security
have been voiced, many of our existing safety devices have been vandalized. Every student at UMR can help
keep the campus safe. Wormation
regarding the activities that reduce
student safety should be reported to
the proper authorities.
Student Council will be sure to
update students on the lighting issue as
it unfolds.
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Wednesday

U:30 pm Newman Scripture

10:00 pm Table Tennis Practice, Miner Recreac-

<cpy," G-3 Schrenk Hall

tion

2:30 pm ASUM Lunch with a Legislator, Centen·

3:00 pm Civil Engineering Seminar Series,

nial West. O1arles R .. McClain, Missouri Com-

Robert Bening, "Q,arting Your Course," 114 CE

4:30 pm Sigma Tau Delta Mtg., H-SS

Friday

6:00 pm Gaming Association Mtg., 105 ME

1:30 pm Academic Council, G-5 H-SS
Ml6RITY

sruco Lawy.r, Walnut

REGlSTR~.'tYON FOR WINT~K

2:30 pm STUCO Lawy.r, Walnut

1994

reduce the anxiety that causes you to forget critical

3:15pm "Sub·Micron Particulate Cbal1lcteriza-

1:00 pm UMR Swimming, Drury College UMR

. facts and equations when you take tests, only to

tionat UMR's Cloud and Aerosol Sciences Labo-

Pool

rcmcmbera few minutes later. 209 Norwood Hall.

ratory" Ceramic Engineering Serninarwith Philip

Facilitator: Mis. Diane Stutts

Whatefield, 204 McNutt

3:30 pm "fest Anxiety"

3:15 pm UMR Southcentral Missouri Section of
~eAmericanChemical

Lead," Room 104 Physics·

Societysponsorsseminar,

Tuesday

6:30pm Show-Me Anime Mtg. , 212 McNutt

G-3 Schrenk. HaJJ, for more information call 3414950

7:00 pm Alpha Chi Sigma Mtg., 126 Chern. Eng.

3:30 pm -4:3U pm '1£ I Only Had a H •• rt. .... This

7:00 pm SUB MOVIE: ME 104

SCHOOL

8:00 pm "Lady Sings the Blues," Katherine Davi

partnerts for primary relationships. Facilitator:

and Sidney James Wingfield, A hot

Dr. George Schowengerdt, 209 Norwood Hall

classic and Chicago Blues, R & B, gospel and jazz.

McNutt

prog~

of

Castleman Hall.

4,:00 pm Veteran's Day Ceremony, F1ag Pole,
':00 pm Blu. K.y Mtg., 216 ME

Harris Hall

':00 pm Eta K.ppa Nu Mtg., 103 EE

4:30 pm Kcramos Mtg ., 212 McNutt

':30 pm, AlAA MIg ., 104 ME

4:45pm Toastmasters Mtg., Missouri

6:30 pm American Institute of Astronautics &

6:00 pm Alpha Phi Omega Mtg., Mark Twain .

Aeronautics Mtg., l07C ME Annex

9:00 pm SUB MOVIE: ME 104

Saturday
Noon Gaming Association gaming, 139 Cbern.
1:00 pm UMR Miner football, Central Missouri
State University, Jackling Field.

6:00 pm Intercollegiate Knights Mtg., 204
McNutt

1:00 pm UMR Swimming, Northeast Missouri
State University, UMR Pool

6:00 pm Pi Tau Sigma Mtg., 216 ME

1I4CE

7:00 pm'SUB MOVIE'

6:30 pm American Society for Engineering
Managem.nt Mtg., 216 McNutt

9:00 pm SUB MOVIE

7:00 pm American Society of Civil Engineers

':00.7:00 pm Sol Survivor, Making Gas a Th.ing

6:30pm IFC Rush Cbainnen Mtg., Silver & Gold

Admission is free and open to the

public. For more infonnation call 341-4185

Fulton
4:00 pm Tau Bela Pi Initiation, 204 McNutt
7:00 pm Soc. ofl-:ispanic Professional En,ineers
M'g., 212 McNutt

7:30pm Society of Mining Enaineers Mtg., 201
7:00 pm Jewist, SbJdent Association Organiza.

McNutt

2:00 pm UMR Jazz Band, Leach Theatre, Castleman Hall.

6:30pm American Nuclear Society Mtg., 227

7:30pm T.u Bcbt Sigma Mtg., 315 Chern Eng

Sunday

6:30 pm Hang Gliding Club Mtg., lOS ME

of the Past. .• Business!Design Mtg.

7:30pm Kappa K.ppa hi Mtg., 321 Chem Eng

':30 pm Tau Beta Pi Banquet

9:00 pm Blue Sabres

tional Mig., Walnut
.8:00 pm Starlleet Mtg., Maramec
7:00 pm Down To Earth Mtg ., 210 McNutt.
g:OO pm College Republicans Mtg., 205 H-SS

7:00 pm Alpha Phi Alpha Wormational Seminar,

Monday
OPEN REGISTRATION FOR WINTER 1994

Missouri
9:00 pm Arnold Air Society Mtg., 208 Harris

Thursday
10:00 am Omega Psi Phi A:u &. Crafts Exhibits,

12:00 pm University Orators Chapter of Toast7:00 pm IEEE Mtg., 204 McNutt

masters International , Missouri Room UCE. For
more info call Connie-Grandstaff a13414122

7:00 pm IridependenLs Mtg., 11 7 CE
2:30 pm Living Poets society, "Prev iew of Music

Centenniallhll
7:30 pm Luteran. Student Center Bible Study
l1:30am "Unified Theory of Reinforced Conetttc"ThomuHsu 114CE

lAST DAY FOR DROPPING A COURSE

7:00 pm Society of Petri.urn Engin~" Mtg., 212
McNutt
/

the factors that are important for them in choosing

Mtg.,114CE

neers Mtg., 114 CE

lAST DAY FOR WJllIDRAWING FROM

McNutt

7:00 pm Alpha Chi Sigma Mtg., G-3 Shrenk

Auditorium, ME. Admission is byseuon tickecor

7:00 pm Am.rican Society of Mechanical En,i8:00 pm Eta Kappa Nu EE H.lpSessions,103 EE

3:30pm Trap &: Skeet Mtg., Bldg. T·2

program is designed to help participants identify

7:00 pm Associated Genet'll Contractors Mg.,

6:00 pm Student Council Mtg., 204 McNutt

7:30 pm Alcoholics Anonymous Mig., Walnut

6:00 pm Sigma Gamma Epsilon Mtg. , 210

7:00 pm. Cycling Club Mtg ., G-I Rolla Building

CHA(

MIt,

$3 at the door.

1:30 pm Christian Science Organization Mtg.

5:30 pm lntramu",1 Manag.", Mtg.

6:00 pm MSM Spelunk.", Club Mtg., 204

5:30 pm Society of Women Engin.."

Patricia Callahan, "From Nylon and Polycarbonates: to Kevlar and Polyetherimides and Beyond,"

5:00 pm Student Activity Fee Board Mtg., Walnut

204 McNutt

Mtg., 204 McNutt

7:00 pm Amnesty Intemational Mtg., 202 Libl1lry

Sunrise
4:00 pm Physics Colloquium, Albert Ovemauser,

les 0' Riggs, "Assessment of Employment Oppor_

Maramec
7:00 pm National Society of Black Engineers

Learn how you can

"Exotic Maanetisms of Superconductivity in

3:30 pm Geological Engineering Seminar, aur-

tunities and OlaHenges for the Class of May '93,"

misioner for Higher Education.

2:30 pm

faces and Interfaces with Atomic Force Micros-

8:00 pm SL Pat's Corrunittee Mtg., 107C ME

Ann.x

from Madrigal DinneR," 225 H-SS

4;00 pm Chemistry Seminar, Thomas Dowaleski,
"Probing and Modifying Nanostructured Sur-

3:30 pm Engineering Management Teleconference, "A New Imtitutional Vision: Otange from

7:00 pm Tau Beta Pi.Mtg., Chern G3

7:00 pm Association of Engineering GeoJogilu
Mtg., 21 I McNutt

the Inside Out," G-11 Libl1lry. Please register to
.ttend by calling Krista Forness at 341-4990

see Aid, page 11
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CHAOS

by Brian Shuster

-:-:"'on of Eqin«ring G<olojil

m

see Aid, page II
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Missouri

New Union Pacific/Rocky
Mountain Energy Co.
selecte d

Ian Rozdllaky

Dr. John W. Wilson receives position and endowment from
Union Pacific Foundation.

•
~

News Services

SOURCE

ROLLA, Mo.· • Dr. John W.
Wilson, chainnan and professor of
mining engineering at the University
of Missouri·Rolla, has become
UMR's second Union Pacific!Rocky
Mountain Energy Co. Professor.
"Dr. Wilson is most deserving of
this professorship," says Dr. Lee W.
Saperstein, dean of l}MR' s School of
Mines and Metallurgy. "He has an
outstanding record of professional
achievements and innovations
through specialization and technological developments iIi mining engineering."
The appointment to the professorship is for four years and is supported by a $110,000 endowment from
Union Pacific Foundation. Wilson,
will be eligible for re-appointment in
another four years.
Earnings from the endowment
supplement the recipient's salary and
pay for supplies, travel, assistantships
and other expenses related to teaching
and research efforts.
Wilson joined theUMR faculty
in1990 as chainnan and professor of

Sex
of sexual problems like frigidity and
impotence.
If you drink, and 'statistics show
that 85% of college students will, be
careful in the way that you drink and
don't use it as a way to escape prob.
lems, It is important that each student
choose whether or not to use alcohol
and not let others decide for them.
When one does choose , rememberthat

/,

mining engineering. Prior to that, he
was vice president and general manager of TransAfrican Mining Ltd., in
Atlanta, Ga.
He haS 34 years of international
experience in the exploration, development and management of coal and
metalliferous mining operations, and
underground geotechnical mining
projects.
He received a bachelor of science
degree in mining engineering in1961
from the University of Durham, England, a master of science degree in
mining engineering in1965 from the
University of Newcastle-Upon-Tyne,
England, and a Ph.D. in mining engi'neering in 1971 from the University of
Witwaterstand in Johannesburg,
South Africa.
Wilson took part in the Program
for Management Development at
Harvard Business School in 1972. He
is the recipient of the Higher National
Certificate in Mining from Sunderland
Technical College, England, in 1958.
He is a Fellow of the Institute of
~ining and Metallurgy in England
and is a Fellow of the South African
Institute of Mining and Metallurgy.
Dr. Hayti Erten, who retired from
UMRin 1990, was UMR's first Union
Pacific!Rocky Mountain Energy ' Co.
Professor.

from page 1
to be happy one needs to lik~ hiI)1/
herself, and make their own decisions,
If they have self·respect and confi·
dence without relying on alcohol, they
can' t lose,
For more information about the
relationship between alcohol and sex,
contact the UMR T. E.C.H,S, Peer
Educators, 34 1-4292.

; .
r ------~--------~--~

I

Week

from page 1

form of the Missouri State Teachers
Association, which serves as a professional society for the state's primary
and secondary school teachers and is
active in legislation. The UMR chapter has been active in community service, This semester, SMSTA held a
Halloween party for a cIass of 11
leaming-disabled students at Lucy
Worthinham Elementary School in St.
James, and it also helped coordinate a
fair at Mark Twain Elementary School
in Rolla.
UMR has a program {pr students
interested in careers in primary and
secondary education, 'I1\e program,
run by Drs, Stephen Douglas ana
Evlyn Lasater, allows its participants
to eam most of their college credit at
UMR , before transferring -to Mizzou
for their teachers' certification, Those
majoring in primary education must
transfer to Mizzou after two years,
while secondary education majors
need only spend part of a semester at
Mizzou getting their certification after
they graduate from UMR. There are
about 100 education majors at UMR,

'1BLOOD

DRIVE!

I
,
I
When you give blood, you give life. GivI ing blood is everyone's bUSiness, but. not
; everyone takes the time to ~are. Only about
I 5 percent of the US population
~blood. However, it is reported that '97;6~
us will require at least ,one trarisfU$ip'n;before the age of 72. The regularly sChedu
bloodmobile will arrive, in Rolla
next
.
. , weeki
and all students and faculty .are -encour-'
aged to be donors. It takes just ~ short timer
to donate so please stop by during,a free !
hour next week (Wednesday or Thursd,ay).
The UMR Blood Drive 'w ill 'be field :NOVEMBER 16TH AND 17TH (next Wed. ' ~nd l
Thurs;) in Centennial Hall - UCE from '
11 :30am to 5:30pm ..
\

~----------~---~- -- --~
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Features SUBConscious: SUB needs
your help to look to the future
It's nearing the end of the semester, and the Student Union Board needs
your help to look to the future. Two
positions are opening up on the Board
of Directors, and we need to
fOld replacements. SUB is
looking for a new Vice
President of Publicity as
well as a new Fine Arts
Director. To qualify for
either of these positions,
you must be a member of
SUB for at least the past
semester. If you qualify and
if you are interested, you
can pick up your application
form at the SUB office. If
you think you might be
interested but want to know
more, please call us at 3414220 and talk to our outgoing peopl~ .
Application forms are due N 0vl!mber 29, 1993, and interviews will
be held dn November 30 at 8pm in the
SUB office.
"
The Board of Directors is taking a
few days away from Rolla in search of

!)lore great entertainment for you, so
we don't have much pi armed for you
this week, but we have left some
movies to tie you over until we get

back. This Friday and Saturday SJ]B
presents 'Th" Mighty Ducks ' and 'The
Sandlot' , showing at 7 and 9 pm respectively in ME 104. In addition to
the regularly ssheduled showtim.es, a
special screening of 'The Mighty

Ducks' will take place at 5pm on Friday for families. Students, faculty,
and staff are all welcome to bring
spouses, children, aquatic pets, and
electric can openers.
A note to all of
you who receive our
monthly newsletter, there
is a few tragically embarassing errors in the latest
issue. As you might have
guessed, Santa Claus will
not be at the Hockey Puck
on November I. He and his
friendly elve~ will be there
on December I. Onasimilar note, the blues duo
Davis and Wingfield will
appear at Castleman Hall
on December 10, not in
November. SUB apologizes profusely for any confusion our
current excuse for a VP-Publicity may
hao,:e caused (now you see why we're
looking for a replacement).
See y~ !lext week!

'S(iJaent fees: ' UMR with rio football team, newspaper, or radio station?
f

',~

The big controversy on campUs this semester is about where studentfees go. I think the
probl; m slimed with fhelce Crew:. ~ocial. Quite afew peop/e"were upset at the-possibility
of their student fees going to pay for this mixer. The problem of student fees was again
add.resst;.d with aJ:l 0(2 the air, thanks to KMNR,forum about the RollaMo .and student fees.
This semester, studenis were allowed to choose if they wanted
-10 .receive the ye_arbook or get a refund of the $12 fee . This
, alludes to what (s coming 1lflXI.
• . ipicked up q. copy of this year's student handbook to see
. exactly where t~jees students pay go. Each student erolled in
10 or mo(e semester hows of classes is required to pay afee of
$130.97.. Thefee isnot really that much compared to the $91 .10
students are required to pay per credit hour of classes. The
money generated by the student activityfee is distributed by the
Student Council, so there is no argument base in taxation
without represenfation. $33 of the fee goes to the University
Center and-its debt. This is understandable, J'm sure almost
everyone uses the center to study, get something 10 eat, use the
phone, or just ke~[fwarm between classes. About $21 goes to
the Student Council and the SUB, or Student Union Board.
There is nothing wrong with this because during the course of
the semester SUB puts on free food events, live entertainment,
and always weekend movies. This money is directly spent on the student population like the
rest, and I find no problem with it even though I don't attend very many SUB events. The
Athletic fee is the most expensive student fee, coming in at $55.00, with the smallest fee being
$38 for our fine cheerleaders. I hardly ever attend any UMR sporting events bur I am still

chargedfor this. I am not complaining about ihis because I am graduating next year and don't
give a rat's (explicative deleted). But, the way people are raising a stink over the Rolla MO,there
might befuture stink saising by non-athletic student fee payers complaining about the $55.
Two other fees are the $3.50 fee for this paper, and the $5.54 fee/or KMNR. These two
organizations are probably going to be the next issue because not everyone is involved with these
organizations, but-both provide the students of UMR with services
and iJ:lformation about what is going on. Needless to say, the
Missouri Miner is the finest information source availabu; on
. .
campus, run by a staff of complete professionals, always t'here to
serve the people. Where else can you read an opinions page that
will not quit on gay people until it has the opinion of eVery student
on campus? This is good, getting boring, but good. Anybodj on
campus can express their opinion about whatever they want in the
paper, which is circulated on campus each week. KMNR is also a
great source ofinformation: news, weather, and campus events are
broadcast daily on KMNR . The diversity of the music speaks for
itself, it is each DJ's personal chaice to play what they want in a
commercial free evironment. If you scan the FM dial you will find
a bunch of other stations that suck and have lots of commercials.
The rest of the fees are made up of different things, none
ofwhich totals more than $3. So what we-are coming to is terrible.
Things like the Miner and KMNR may have to cease to be because Freshmen, and others, don't
want mommy and daddy's money being spent on something that they are not involved in. The
yearbook was the first step, look out in the future. I invite people to write in their own opinions
on this subject, the Miner is located in Norwood hall.

p;J

by James Barnes

.

Missouri Miner
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UMR opinions on campus
When asked their opinion on the proposed cut to KMNR's student fees, these
students
onded:
turday aileron
On Sa
• Je
ball team was 111
[COl
th undefeat
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Southern Lions. A
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The
1IJghes Stadium.
l:aiingto pull off an ups
. ill ranked Lions who r
meMIAA.

UMR came into the g
record, 2·5 .
Missouri Southern was
j overall

Toe game figured tobe !

Rich Huff
Sophomore
"It sucks."

.

Brandon Beavers
Sophomore
"It reaks."

Marc Bahr
Senior
"I'd like to see them get
what they need."

keith kuhlmann
Junior
"I think it sucks -- KMNR
is one of the last outlets
for free ~peech on this
campus."
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bad punt gave the Lions a good scoring
opportunity at the UMR 31 yard line.
Then on 2nd and 2 from the 23 MSSC
QB Matt Cook hit WR Jason Dyer for
the score.

On Saturday afternoon the UMR
football team was in Joplin, MO to
lake on the undefeated Missouri
Southern Lions. A crowd of around
1500 people attended the game a[
Hughes Stadium. The Miners were
looking to pull off an upset against the
sixth ranked Lions who are also 7-0 in
the MlAA.

or

last outlets
ch on this

UMR came into the game with a 35 overall record, 2-5 MlAA while
Missouri Southern was 7-0-1 overall.
The game figured to be a high scoring
one with both teams having excellent
. offe~ive weapons , ,. The ,Miner-s' had
sllong performances by RB Ernest
Brown, QB Mike Wise, and WR Steve
Howard on ' offense and LB Cary
Lange, CB t.1att ~nry 8!ld_FS Darin

Ni~ for the ~~(e.p~~l , ': ' _: . _~
fThere was 80 total.~ip:~ s~pr.ed in
the ~ontest with UMR ~oining
on
the khort end of the scoring in a.47 -33
loss-to th~-nationally ranked Missouri
Southern team. All the' points were on
touchdowns and PATs with the kickersJor both teams. hitting no field
goals.-

JS."

...

Miners lose in shootout with ranked team
Joe Hornburg
Asst. Sports Editor

[S·· KMNR

Sports '

Pag~

up

The Miners received the ball first,
and were stopped on three plays. A

and a TO giving Missouri Southern a
20-7 lead.
After a Matt Henry INTthe Miners
were sitting at their own 19. With no
gain on first down UMR went to the air

Behind both strong running from
Ernest Brown and passing from Wise
the Miners moved down the field
again. Brown look the ball over the
goalline from five yards out to make

UMR got the ball back, and began
to move down the field via the running
of Ernest Brown. On 3rd and 9 Brown
went up the middle, and cruised 58
yards to the 17 of MSSC. Two plays
later QB Mike Wise passed to WR
Chris Dawson from I ~ yards out and
the score was all tied up.

•After a fumble recovery by UMR
Ed Reichert the offense took over at
their own 44. Wise worked the ball
down field through the air. Steve
Howard, Craig Sorensen, and Dawson
all h ad catches on the drive. On 1st and
goal Ernest Brown went in for the
score [0 make in 33-20 Lions.

With 8:41 to go in the 1st quarter
MSSC got the ball on a fumble recovery· at their own 35. QB Cook again
went to the air. This time for 58 yards
to Gerald Brewer and 1st and goal
from the five. After two runs were
stop{,ed Cook hit Rod Smith for the
TOandthescorewasnow 14-7MSSC.
The Miners started to drive when
they got the ball back. Wise was
mixing the passing and running together to move the UMR offense down
the field. The-offense couldn't convert
pn 4th and 3 and turned the ball over on
downs.
The Lions didn't waste much time
in moving down the field. After getting a 1st and lOin Miner territory
Cook once again went deep. This time
he hooked up with Dyer for 40 yards

and the touchdown. The score now
was 33-14badguys. That's the way the
first half ended with the big plays of
MSSC outgaining UMR312 to 182 in
the fust half even though the Miners
had almost 8 more minutes with the
balL

With another Matt He!lf)' INT the
Miners had good field position. In a 5
play 56 yard drive the Miners looked
confident in moving the baiL The
drive ended with a 14 yard pass from
Wise [0 Howard for the score. UMR
had now pulled to within one TO at 3326.

Miner QB Mike Wise looks overthe defense while waiting for
the snap from Center Les Moody.
and Wise was intercepted by Toby
Kirkpatrick who returned the ball to
the.11 yard line. A few plays later on
4th down Cook kept the ball and went
across the goalline for the score to give
MSSC a 26-7 lead.

the score 26-14 with 7:29 left in the
h~lf. The big plays from the Lions
weren't over yet either. RB Albert
Bland wanted in on the scoring and he
did jusi that. On a first down play
J;lland went up the middle for 41 yards

Missouri Southern answered right
back though with four plays and the
TO. Cook hit Brewer again. This time
for 19 yards and the score. So with
5:06 left in the 3rd quarter it was 40-26
MSSC.
The game was put to far out of
reach on the next possession by the
Miners. On 3rd down Wise dropped
back to pass. Defensive end Richard
Jordan picked off the ball and went 31
yards for the TO to make the score 4726 MSSC.
The only other score happened to
la[e to effect the game. QB Mike Wise
, hit S'te:ve Howard once again. This
time from five yards out [0 make the
score 47-33 with :05 left in the ball

..

.For the second week in a row the
were in. a high§c~Bn..$ shootUMR offense g'ained 457
-y·"JU'i., ,,l!.~., the defeJ" .allow"d 474
yards a play. On offense
'Iilme,SI'Bro,,"'n, turned in -an e'xcellent
day rimnin~e ball 39 times for 202
yards and 2 ID's. Mike Wis~ also had
a good day going 20-37 and 225 yards
w ith' 3 TO's and 4 INTs. The main
" ,
ref ie ei;s were Howard and Sorensen
;';i~ ana'5 receptions a piece. Two
df Hdward's catches were- for touchdowns.

IOIf

.1

I·

J' .
ence last.seascin a~d kevin Fort.(KanCi;;' , Kan./SChalgle) w~.s point

;a"s

~-

ment.

The rmal game of the year is
c-oming' up tl)i~ weekend here at Jackling Fielli in Ro1la. The M iners will be
going against ·.the CMSU Mules on
Saturday. Ne'V: 1'3 a[ 1:OOp.m . Come
out to the game and cheer on the
Miners in their las[ football game of
the year.

.
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M-Club Athlete
I

of the week

IT'SDME

---=---

mPlAY

s
University of Missouri-Rolla Rec Sports

· M·Club
Source

MENSDMSION

This w(!Ck's M-Club athlete of
the week isSteve Hostetler, a senior on .
the UMR cross country team. Earlier
this seils<>n, Hostetler placed fourth at
the Miner Invitational with a time of
25:48 . This moved him into fifth place
on the aII·time Miner home course list.
This past week, at the MIAA championship, Hostetler again placed fourth
in the 8000 meters, with a time of
25:35.7. In doing so, he was able to
lead the Idm to a fourth place finish at
the tournament.
Congratulations, Steveo!l-an excellent
summer season.

'Miner Home Garnes
Mon. Nov, 22, 7pm
Lindenwood CoHege
Mon•.Nov. 29, 7pm
Quincy University
Wed. Dec. 8, 7:45pm
Westminster College
Sat. Jan.l, 5pm
Colorado Sebool of Mines
Sun. Jan. 2, 3:30pm
Grand VaHey State
Wed. Jan. 5, 7:45pm
Lincoln
Wed. Jan. 12, 7:45pm
Washburn
Sat. Jan. 15,7:45pm
Misssouri·St. Louis
Wed. Jan. 26, 7:45pm
Central Missouri State
Tburs~Feb. 3, 7:45pm
Emporia State
Sat. Feb. 12,3:30pm
Northwest Missouri State
Wed. Feb. 23, 7:45pm
PittSburgh State
Sat. Feb. 26, 7:45pm
Southwest ~aptist

.1. Sigma Phi Epsilon
2. Phi Kappa Theta
3. Pi Kappa Alpha
'4 . SigmaNu
5. Lambda chi Alpha
6. Tau Kappa Epsilon
7. Sigma Chi
8. QHA
9. TJ-J'f
10.Sigma Pi
'11. Kappa Alpha
12. Kappa Sigma
13. Squad
14. BSU
15. Sigma Tau Gamma
16.ABS
17. Delta Tau Delta
18. Alpha Phi Alpha
19. Theta Xi
20. CSA
21. Acacia
22. TEC
23. Triangle

EXCELL£NT
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
ENVELOPE STUFFING - $600 - $800 e~ry week
F..... Details: SASE to
"\. ~ International l"lC.
1375 Coney Island A~. t
Brooklyn, New Yot"i( 11230

1319
1280
1261.5
1219.5
1178.5
1107
992
972
951
930;5
926
925·
675,~

66i 5
649.5
5.87,
552.5
511
493
479
486.5
470
464.5

24. GDI
25. TJ-S
26. Beta Sigma Psi
27. CCF
28, Alpha.Epsilon Pi
29. AFROTC
30. Pi Kappa Phi
31. SHPE
32. ASCE
33. TSA
34. Delta Sigma Phi
.35, Omega Psi Phi
36.AlAA
37. LSC
38. M-Club -

446
· 408
405
403
358
·351
347
341.5
335
292
290
257
197
93
49.5

• CROSSCO~YRESULTS.
MENS (TEAM)

WOMENS DIVISION (~ same
as last week)
~.

1. Zeta Tau Alpha
2. Chi Omega
3. Kappa Delta
4. TJ·Ji[
5. BSU
6.QHA
7. 25.5

270
231.5
202
194.5
146
110

I.QHA
. 2. Sigma Phi Epsilon
3. ASCE
4. Phi Kappa Theta
5. p! Kappa Alpha
6. TJ-N
7. Lambda Chi Alpha
8: Squad
9. Delta Tau Delta
10. Tau Kappa Epsilon
11. Sigma Chi
. 12. Sigma Pi
13. TJ·S
14·A..fROTC
15. SigmaNu
16. Kappa Sigma

105
102
99
96
93
90
87 .
84'
81
78
75
72
6~

66.
63
60
/'

Visit your Intramural or Recreational Sports·
Department and sign up today!

.;

General Motors is proud to be associated with your campus intramural sports and activities.

General Motors
CtiEVROLa/GEO • PON11AC· OLDSMOBILE. BUICK
CADILlAC. GMC TRUCK· GMAC RNANCIAl SERVICES

..

CRUISE SHIP JOBS!

-,r'

.. '

Students needed! Eani $2000+ monthly. . Summerlholidays!fqllfi:ni;,,\ yo'i-ti "·
travet Caribbean, Hawaii, Europe, Mexico. Tour Guides, Gi(t,Shop Sales,
Deck Hands, Casino Worilen, etc. No ex~rience necessary.
.
CALL 602-680-4647, Ellt. C147.

odnesday, ' Nove~ber 9, 1993

,ts
:ESULTS

105

102
99
96
93
90
81

84
81
78
75

72
69
66
63
60

IU6111t. \yortd

ift SbOP Sales,
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vocalists doing more than just keeping
the funk alive, they make it get up and
dance.
In addition to the funk songs, Clinton has successfully integrated raps
artists such as Flavor Flav, Dr. Dre,
his week: PearlJam, George Clinton, Humpty Hump, Ice Cube, MC Breed,
lim Dunlap
Schmoovy-Schmoov, and Yo Yo into
the true funk that they mimic and
Greetings from earth folks. Glad sample. The combination of skilled
ou landed in time 'for this week's rapper with actual funk backing rather
olWM. Unfortunately ,there's been a . than samples is a welcome change.
hange in Captain Go-T's plans. I was Clinton steps in and produces a mix
oing to review the new Prince The that expands the funk.
(its/B-sides 3-CD set, but some' idiot
Prince contributes the song "The
ecided to rip it off from KMNR. Still, Big Pump," and there are times when
listened to the whole thing once be- I think I hear his distorted voice in the
ore some jerk pulled a five ' finger background on songs like the "Houseliscount, and I was impressed.
quake"-ish "Dis Beat Disrupts" by
The two "Hits" CD's contain the Terry Lewis of The Time. There is
'rince motherlode. You get 150 min- definitely a " Prince',' feel due to the
lies of the funky di~co Prince of the 'contributions of Prince musicians Eric
Leeds and Levi Seacer, Jr. Leeds is
ale 10's and early 80' s,the dance rock
'rincc of the 1999~rple Rain 'Era, great, 'and I wish he had more recordOld his latest best p'i~s a number 'of ings out other than helping on a numPark tracks.
lew and unreleased 'songs. The "B ~ . ber of
;ides" disc containS " more than 70
ninutcs itself, and exposes many of
Princc's B-sides as f!lore potent then
:he A-sides they came;With. There are
many brilliant surpri~es which should .
:onvince you to get the whole 3-CD
;ct.

Sorry I couldn't do more but, for
those funk lovers like-rr\ yself who need
more, here's a review the new George
Clinton.
,.,

"

Album Review
Georgc Clinton
Hey Man ... Smell My Finger
Paislcy Park (1993)
8 goatees
Clinton's latest release shows that
the P-funk is still alive. Unlike 1989's
spotty The Cinderella Theory, Hey
Man... Smell My Finger shows Clinton and his multitude of musicians and

The first two tracks "Martial Law"
and "Paint the White HouseBlack" are
political songs, and the rest of the
album focuses on more funkish
themes of sex, funky grooves, sex, and
women. Sometimes it's a bit sophomorish, but it' s always fun and funky.
The 9nly bummer is the ballad "If True
Love:: but on the whole, George Clinton's latest, Hey man ... Smell-my finger,.has the ;weet scent of the purest
funk .

Album Review
Pearl Jam
Vs.
Sony Music (1993)
6 Goatees
After seeing Pearl Jam live on the
tube, I was hoping for the album of the
90's, but Vs. doesn't have the soul or
intensity. The live performance of
"Animal" on MTV stunned me. It' s
fury reached out from the tube and
claimed all of my attention. But on
Vs., the song is limp. E4die screams a
linle and the guitars fly , but it doesn't
grab me. In fact, Vedder screams too
much over most ofVs. The prominent
vocals of such songs as "Alive" from
Iheir first album are few and far between.
On "Glorified G," "Blood:' and

Vs. isn't a bad album, but it's not
the album it could be. Next time, the
guys Should take a note from Neil
Young and either decide to do a loud
and crazy live album or a focused and
exact studio album.

Album Review

"Leash," the lyrics are tortured. The Slim Dunlap
chorus to "Glorified G" sounds more The Old New Me
like "Gonna fry a virgin on a pelican" Medium Cool Records (1993)
than "Glorified version of a pellet 9 goatees
gun." I find that Vedder's lyrics are
too vague toreally get the point across.
"Excuse me? Slim who?"
Sure, they're personal and "deep," but
.<
you have to struggle at times to make
Well, I don ' ~blame youJor/lsking.
sense out of his songs .
I just stumbled upon Slim !1lyself, and
Musically, Vs. is acceptable. I'm glad I did. This guy rips it up.
Somelimes it flows just righl. "Dissi- What is the Slim Dunlap' sound? Well,
dent" and ':gJ.derly Woman Behind the take John Mellencamp, the Georgia
Counter in a Small Town" are perfect Satellites, and George Thorbugood
examples of the Pearl Jam I like. The and throw them in a pot. Then mix
best traci.<-,.:'pa!lgljter," Qows with the them up and throw out the studio
same stature that marked songs like tricks, and you've got<yourseif a Dun"Jeremy" aria "Evenflow."
lap brew. The Old New Me has~uslthe
But, just as these songs do it right, right flavor of the midwest's sloppy
"Blood" bombs with its "Theme from .blues, straight rock, and hometown
Shaft" guitar effecl. It's annoying. lyrics.
"Go" and "Leash" are just loud. At
times Vs. grooves, but each new listen
"But I haven 't heard iton the radio,
bugs me more. The only thing consis- and Wal-mart doesn ' t carry it!"
tent about Vs. is that the guys have a
Sure) know it'shard'lo mail order
tendency to repeat a phrase or two over
and over again. If this keeps up, in a an album unlleard, but if you 're a fan
few ~lbums they will be grunge Meat- of the groups above, I'd say i~'s a sure
bet. The only reason this album is not
loafs with 10 minutes songs.

Life

IiESfA8CJlIVFORMAllON
lJ/VOsllIbJ1/y ollnlOfmatlon In U.S.
, '~,III /UlTc:S : AU SU'IIL·/S
Ulln e,,"b) lodJy WIIh ViSit Me If coo

_

800·351·0222

II~ I\Is~ S2.oo 10: RI.Ia/chlnlormation

~, klah>~.... ~A. los 6ngeIn. CA 90025

.

w~ s just all there was to it. They
refused to sink into his prodigic mind.
So, finally, after hours of work, after
no hours of sleep and after approximately 7.83 cans of Moutain Dew, he
ran screaming from his room, out of
the residential hall doors and out into
the street where he was promptly
squashed by a falling electric line
(containing, of course, magnetic
field). Yes, physics had fmally done
hiJn in .. or had it?
Roughly six months after this
tragic occurrence, strange events began happening all over campus.
(Okay, perhaps that should be stranger
than normal events, but I digress.) St.
Pat's sweatshirts mysteriously began
showing up in every nook and cranny.
Blue lights began disappearing from
along the sidewalks. Compulers be-
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10 goatees is because the sound is so
loose. (And because the instrumental
rhythm track which closes the album
sounds a bit like Muzak.) But the loose
feel must be on purpose. There are no
studio tricks here. Th~ Old New Me
puts you right there in a bar watching
the show . It's never pristine. If it was
for the great sound quality, I mighl
almost think it was a live album. A few
wobbles on the guitar and vocals give
an inunediate "flfSt take" feel.
But this isn't sloppy playing by
any means. It's a midwest rock album
that has no big city shine. I mean , who
really needs overdubs, pilch modulators, and keyboard overlays? Slim
Dunlap just lays it out, cooks it up, and
delivers on time. The Old New Me is
one of those indie releases that is just
begging for a major label deal. Some'
one should send this to the larger classic rock stations like KSHE in SI.
Louis. I'm sure they'd pick it up.
What are you waiting for? Start licking that stamp and try out Slim Dunlap's The Old New Me!

For info on Slim Dunlap, ~. writing
to:
Tw.in/Tone Records
2541 Nicollet Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55404

Next week: Do we look like we're
laughing? Reviews of Weird" AI,
Adam Sandler, Ren and Stimpy, and
the Dead Milkmen.
Goatee Rating System
10 - Phenomenal
9-8 - Excellent
7-6 - Good
5 - Acceptable
4-3 - Poor
2-1 - Landfill material!
o - So lerrible, you must have il.

from page 5
gan eating people's Fortran programs .
The Rolla community was lerror stricken, panicked, and generally ju~t
a trifle more than concerned. For who
c01l1d stop a phantom? Who could
control a ghost? And, beller yel , who
would even try? (The fmt 10 people
who answer "Ghos\busters!! " to Ihis
query will be haunted for the rest of
semester.)
Wcll, the answer is no one, 50
evcn to this day, we must ever be on
our guard against the Phanlom. For
who knows wher he will strike next?
Who knows what dastardly deed he
may be plolling in his evil yet cunning
mind, his distorted, deformed brain?
Who knows what evil lurks in the
places beyond our realm?
The Phantom knows .... ha ha ha
ha ha ha ha ....

I

~;:

.

Q

Sonya,

Miscellaneous

Gee, 18 hours is 50 much fun. I think. we mould
take

21 next Sen1ealer...

Hmrnm ... shopping? Nab- too easy bathroom?

How old are you?

you're wonderful and h:t, Uliful

Nth· too casy Car? Nab· too easy. Oh wait-

Rob

your secret admirer

Rob,

Cusie,

Oh. sweet heaven above

Can:lina!

My first and Last love

Cathy,

When time slides awar

Where', my commiuion?

TonyE-

Th= will I stay

Rachael

. lust wait I'U get you.

Guess who?

Oh I think I am a least two or three, in Physics

Did YOJl saY. floover?

years ...

ZlAM,
ybs ,

,-. Sonya

·yourlilsis

Tune Rider
Several plrt time positions being filled in

neat, professional coUege men and women.
$? .50·S9.50jhr to start. 3 assistant manager
positions also available. Complete training if

Snees: only a month and a half left. ..
Oh where, oh where' do my little residents go at

2 am?

Species ofthc World" sweatshirt from the T J .

you are the ~t linle,sis: &91:i an a.w~e

everywhere?

pledgel Keep up the good worl;!

Lico,

ZlAM,

Sonya,

PAPERIN'

Hope you liked the flower.
your secret admi~r.

Bridgette: Still finding oats' stuff around the

Cathy,
To the person who took my "Endangered

Do you wear those knee-hi stockings

recriminations and no questions asked. I would

just please like my shirt back. 341-8935.

room?

I get the negatives or your clip.

you'd make an excellent rapper. NOT!
Nat: My way cool dance music is still waiting ...

Amy,

Ora: fly like an angel, babe ...

A hard man is good to find .

J-J-Joc: you have my vote for the line judge of
- the year.

For Rent

HeyMol

ONE bedroom apartment

How many more Steves are you going to bring

Spacious and quiet, Full Kitchen

home?

Private Parking

Qiffy

Located between TJ and EE Building

CentnJ Air and Gas Heating

S265.00 per month + Utilities DepC!Sit Required
Gordon Poe
364-2261

Becky:· your commie messages brighten my

1do"1lsta1cwi(\(.AIJ i

~e,;,!I"" floyd !

here with mel

Eniineerinpt J41421

Becky,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ taiivest&ffassistm.Of

Do remember the episode when a iff was on

J, Amy, and Cole-

IIJ4141l8. For_u

Jeopardy? Who are three people who hue never

Better make a trip to Walmart to get those

been in my kitchen?

surgical gloves soonl

lmsberry. chainn.u
fllelps COlD~,II U~

, )'0

"'-

clailltllll ,Ilh' Blood

Lico,

H

lisa

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Council, II J41-9601.

Laura: Be careful who you show your tan line

l:lOpmSTIJCOla",'Yc

Darin; my beloved husband. where'{ our

thanks for the pumpkin! I miss you'toql

marriage-license? I want prooO

REA
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ f.1O pm SiptU Gamn

your devoted wife,

Holly and Melissa: Where do I pick up an
application.

Oh yeah - wet toilet paper, too

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _ ilhtl"'istOl"dlIJO

YRM

Sonya

3 South- isn't silly string fun to clean' up?

Poc's G.s

iii ·l:lO pat -;;

Drift,Ctlll<llDi allWl

KRI-

,
day.

girls

Zeta',
get psyched f~r 5isterhoo~ retreatll •

Mike: Seven and a half cases?

Boys are stupid.

Contact:

wel~

you can stiU change your major to GE aa }.mnianRtdCross bJo

Son,

A. J.

Amy

)~OOpatT.bl'T"".

Em,

North laundry room.
Please mum it to me. There will be no

au

~

Becky, YBBS, YBS, '" ROberta

Sarah: where was Popeye?

Rolla, MO 6540 1.

-". pat Alp'"

"

Sheri: Jove that brown dress.

3SM

accepted. Send resume to : Human Resources
Di=r(UMR-CSR), Route I ·Box 118,

is responsibility?

A.J.

CUstomer Service, Marketing, Display. Ideal for

~

•

Stacey,

Rena,
Steve: what

~II pm au,ijp. MI

- - - - - - - - " ' - - - _ a.mEn1

Rach+Amy
great whipped cream partyl

----

. I've got it! -evil grin-

"

Jill, Can I change my whole sclie(Ju'ic'Mu IrkNl4t
little bit more? At least I'll be sure to 10 to !

-----

Lice,

class next semester!

~OO pm MSM SpeIu

Do you ever wash your hair?

-HP

you know who

to...
Sig Nus are the cooleSt! •

Personals

Steve #3,

To the thief who stole my things, I did not find it

I don't know why these kids didn't think you're

humerous. Oh yes I will g~t you back.

scary - I sure do!

Z-Iatic: when are we gonna start counting days ?

To Cat,

AmyJ-

Brian: Beer or tea at the plaque-signing?

great soccer party, It was a BLAST

negatives for sale

Becky and Lisa,

$S or best offer

did I mention there are ways?

Brenda: Almost time for me to pop the
question ...

PaJadin,
There are ways .... many ways, numerous ways ...

Hey 7-South: How about that new microwave?

Simonlbat' s WHAT on your mouth?l?

Remember, you promised you wouldn'ttd ,- - - - _

Love,

Zlxm,

Den

Heather

Lamda Chi Alpha,

Doris is way cool!

l:OIpm.eyclin ICiub !

'Thanks for the study b~.
o.iOmega

Y' know, Joella. from -this heighl ..

3 South· overworked and under·WHAT?

forme ...

Acacia,

Jason Kindle,

4 South· leezol What do you do in your TV

Hey R. A. types- you guys are doing great!

The Gang

lounge

Keep it up!

35
Demp: we could have s now ball in Braidlow's

Twi &ter,
We milS you! You must wo~ hard to reach

. 3N-

OtiOmega

Guess who? :

from the TriOti

Mike B. Nebraska
I'm so lucky· you are the coolest little bro

TM,

we enjoyed being "flashed" by you .

Bingo,

Crimson,

Nyeh , Nyehl I will persevere I No snorts shall

we're waaaitingi

Miss Ganley: What was that about a garter? and

Son,

come forth from this onel

3S

teeth?

Don't be Afraid,

Paul-

7-North Warriol'$: I'll sec you on the battlefield

Dizzy,

I hope you enjoyed Phantom.

Sunday ...

You've been neglecting Stimpy. His Gritty

You owe me big

YBS

you are Ii: biology god!

--1:00 pm AlpbJ Chi Sip

---

7:GQ'pm American So

l:JOpmXtpp' X'PP'I

;
-:JOpmTlUBet.Sil..
;;-pm SacinYol ' lin
MeNulI

111

Amber-barr
C-Congratsl I'm s..so h·happy f-for youl

MLE

/leck

Chad from TJ
Thanks for the ride I

Becky,
Don't quit the day job!

To the way-cool StuCo group,

Kitty needs changing!

..

that House B shnved for you?

you guys are my favs.

3S

Cardinal

/'

To the Tri Lambs,

your Bingo - sno rt quota for the year.. .!

Cardinal

~
l:OIpmAssccUItdG
114CE

Do you need anyone to vacuum up yourh ~{Ig., 1i4CE

Cardinal

your fish.

my herol

Joanne,

bam ...

O-B: my condolences on the tragic demise of

you'~

Thanks for the cool TGIF.

Bueley,
Phantom was a hoot.

Chris Z.

both ...

Camille: I'm underemployed and have plenty of
free time, so if you have any "volW'lteer" work.

-Can:linal

The answer is you can scrub your back with

Cathleen and Sheila·

Oh yes, my,name is Sparta

Great job on the play!

Sparta

Becky and Lisa

"

What do hairbrushes and pigs have in common?
The Love Den.

see GossiP. page 20
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7:" pm Lawrence Georjc, Affinnativc Action

is desianed to recoaruze the best. exampleS of

Jan. 15, 1994.

student innovation in fluoropoly:mer tcchnoloay.

partment of Eneray for a helpful hand. Tens of

With an oven.1l prize ,puBe worth S3O,OOO, the

thousands: of dollars are lvailable for students

weeks next summer collabol"ltln& with federal

scientists on the cuning edat of research and de-

mission" in the Libl"lry oCthe First United Meth-

vcJopmcnt.

and open to the p~lic.
1:00 pm Koinonia Mtg., 303 Chern Enr

1:00 pm Coi Alpha M'g., Missouri

Research topics include health and environ-

their educational careers should look to the Dc·

mental effects associated with eneraytec:hnoloay,

competition will evaluate new applications for the

interested in pursuin, muter', or doctoral dc·

biological and environmenLiI processed. physical

~a.m.i ly of uTeflon" fluoropolymer

steel in such areas as fusion enefJY, applicd

through ooE'5 University/LaboralOry Coopera-

and technological research.. and applicatioru of

oped by students pursuina dearteS in accredited

health physica. radioactivc waste mana,cment,

tin Program and managed by Oak Ridge Institute

eneraY sciences and tec:hnoloey.

trade schools, technical institutC$., colleges, and

and industrial hYlicne.

Only one 'of several programs offered

. for Science and Education. the SRP is for sopho-

Applicants mU5t have received a doctoral

mon:5. juniors, and seniors majoring in ena~eer-

dearee or equivalent in an Ipproproatc dcsciplinc

ina, physical and life sciences. mathematics,

after April 30, 1992.

'I1Ie Human Genome Dlslinalshed P..I.

computer science, or social scienccs. .

.

resins devel-

univmitics in the United States.
The ltudClllawarda, endorsed by the Indus-

Graduate fellowship progrants sponsored by
the U. S. Department of Energy and administcred

trial Dc:sianen Society of America, will be held in

by the Oak. Ridae Institute for Science and Educa·

alternatin, years with the biennial DuPont

tion provide full payment of tuition and fees,

With direction from researches at major OOE

doctoral FellowJblp.s offer up to five new awards .

Plunkett Awarda for Innovation with '7eflon."

monthly stipends, and the oppor1unity to gain

ClJemEng

facilities, students conduct hands-on research us-

with. first year stipend of S37.5OO in disciplines

which arc conducted at the corpo"te level. The

practical experience Ita DOE lIbon.tory. Awarda

ing state-of-the-art equipment not usually found

of biology, chemistry, physics, enaincerina.

compctition was launched in May, 1993, with

vary dcpendina on the specific proCra.m. and the

10:00 pm Table Tennis Club i'rac:lice, Miner Rec

in most campus labomtories.. Projects relate to

mathemltics, and infonnation science ..

entries to be judscd in January 1994.

dearec beinS pursued.

9:00 pm ",Iptia Chi Sill'la Pledge MIg., 140

t

Next
Wednesday
U:30 ·5:30 pm

m.1

Distinguished Postdoctoral Fellowhip Prolram La

Off"1CCI' at UMR will live • presentation entitled.

odistChun:b.N'mthand Mainst. Thiaeventisfree

'tillchtn&Cl""I"."~li" '!I

in, undergraduate students U\e chance to spen ten

"1'be wort. of the Missouri Human Riahts Com-

.
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American Red Cross Blood

individual academic majors, career loals, and the

The deadline for the Human Genome DiJ-

oneoing research and development of the facility.

'inguished Postdootoru Fellowship. is Feb. I,

1be instruction and training SRP oar1icipants re-

1994.

A Ii x-member independent panel of distin-

AU pro,rams require the submission of a fel -

auished scientists , joumalists and industrialista

lowship application and completion of the Gradu-

will judae the competition . .NASA Space Shuttle

ate Records Examination. Students must hive

cci\'e is desianed to provide them with I keen

These fellowships &«k to improve CUlT'Crtt

astronaut Nancy J. Sherlock., Major, U.S. Anny:

received their undergraduate de,rees in a science

perception.of energy production, usc, conserva-

methods and develop new ones for human chro-

Dr. Emanuel Horowiu, Professor, Johns Hopkins

or enaincerina discipline by August 1994.

Drive. Centennial Hall llniversity Center -East

tion, and societal implications. .Assignments If-

mosome mappina and for DNA sequencing. The

University and National Insitute of Standards and

Selection i, based on lcademic pctfonna.ncc,

The goal is to reach 130 Units as the blood supply

ford students to apply and pn.ctice theories and

progn.m5 also work to develop new instlUJ1lenLl-

Technology Gold Medal Recipient; James E.

recommendations, and a statcmcntof ea~er goaia

is down statewide. An infonnational \'ideo about

methods learned in the classroom.

by the applicant.

tion. effective software, and database desians in

McGrath, Director, Center for High Perfonnance

American Red Cross blood drives is available for

Students are selected by the DOE facility staff

support of these areas of research, and to promote

Polymeric Adhesives and Composites , Depart-

Fellowship applications are beina taken

viewing from Aoyd Harris, dirtttor, Minority

on the basis ofaeademic record , aptitude, research

investigantio~ aimed at understanding the ethi-

ment ofOlemistry, Virginia Polytechnic Institute

through Jan. 31, 1994, and awards will be an-

Engineering, at 341-4212, or Virginia Ryle, ex-

interest, and the recommendation of instructors.

cal, legal and social implications of the United

and State University; Lawrence Maloney, Olief

nounced in May 1993.

ccutivestaffassistant, Office of Academic Affairs,

Par1icipants must have the potential for gl'1lduate

Statcs Human Genome Project.

Editor" Desl&n Ne",; Drew C. Azzara, Director.

addtiional infonnation, contact Sandn Johnson or

y,andCoI~

at341-4138. For.moreinfonnation contact Mari-

study and scientific careers.

make

lyo Lansberry, chainnan of the blood drive for

aJ,lovtSSOCXII

Participating DOE fac ilities include the At-

after April 30, 1991 .

ofehe Plastics Industry, Inc. make up the judsina

Science/Enaincerina Education Division, P.O.

panel.

Box 117,OakRidae. Tenn. 37831-0117, orcaU 1-

The Global Chanae Dlstlnaulshed Post-

Council, at 341-9601.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and Martin Mari-

doctoral Fellowships offer research opportuni-

WiMina entries must demonstrate both inno-

erra Energy Systems, Inc., Oak Ridge, Tenn .,

ties related to the U.S. Global Olanse Research

vation and potential for commercialization that

The Oak Ridge Institute for Science and

1:30 pm sruco Lawyer, Walnu,

Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility,

Program, which addresses the following strateaic

can open or expand markets for fluoropolymer

Education (ORISE) carries out national and inter-

proirities: observation and data management,

tc<:hnology. Students are required to submit a

national programs in science and engin«rina

6:00 pm Sigma Gomma Epsilon Mtg. , 210

ogy Center, the U.S. Bureau of Mines, and Pitts-

process research.. integrated modeling and predic-

prototype, or a paper on a reducible-to-practice

education , lnIinina and ml.Dlacment systems,

McNutt

burgh Research Center, Pittsburgh Penn.; Savan-

tion. and assessment.

application, both with supponina information.

enefJY and environment systems. and medial

using either Teflon or Tefzel fluoropolymer res-

scieneca. ORISE conduct. these pro,rams (or the

Dwbam,N.C.
Certain travel expenses arc reimbursed, and

McNut'
6:00 pm Blue Key ,M'g. , 216 ME
6:00 pm Eta Kappa Nu M'g., 103 EE
6:30pm, AlAA M'g., 104 ME
7:00 pm. eyclinS Club Mtg., G-l Rolla Building

7:00 pm Associated General Contractors Mtg.,

7:00 ~pm American Society of Ci v

.ngineers

M'g.,114CE
7:30pm Kappa Kappa Psi M'g.. 311 Chern.Eng

7:30pm Society of Minin g

E nginee ~

\!ftg., 201

McNutt

r·b,.
(.(or,,"
IIBol l'mSoSOb.IiIWY

8:00 pm Starfleet Mtg., Maramec

8:00 pm College RepUblicans Mtg ., 2,

H-SS

9:00 pm Arnold Air Society Mtg., 2O( Iam s

Financial Aid
The U.s. Department

0(

Enere's Student

Research Participation Program (SRP) is offer-

~ Gossip, page 20

-

year stipends of $35.000. The application dead-

ins. The competition will be judaed by an inde-

U.s. Department of EneflY throuah a mana,e-

pendent panel of qualified experu from the plas-

ment and operatina contract with Oak Ridge As-

tics industry, industry associations, the industrial

sociated Universities (ORAU).

trade press. and academia.

1946, ORAU is a multiuniversity consortium.

Applicants must have received a doctoral
de~rec or equivalent in an appropriate discipline

mores will be paid to participants.

after May 31 ,1991.

Established in

The First Place winner will be offered an

The application deadline is lan.18, 1994. For

All awards will be made by JWle 1993.

option: a sun:uner internship, valued It approxi-

PETER D. COURTOIS CONCRETE CON-

application materials or additional infonnation,

Selection is based on academic records; recom-

mately S10.000, in DuPont Fluropolymers, or a

STRUCTION SCHOLARSHIPS. Two SI ,OOO

please contact Pat Pressley at (615) 576-1083 or

mendations; compatibility of background and

$3,000 cash award. Second and Third Place win-

(U. S.) awards are available through the ACI

the Student Research Participation Program , Sci-

scientific interests with the needs of the research

ners will cam CJSh awards of S2,OOO and $1.000

Concrete Research and Education Foundation

ence/Engineering Education Division , Oak Ridge

center and the mission of DOE; and the availabil-

respectively. The top three winners as well as the

(ConREF) for undergraduate study in concrete

institute for Scienccand Education. P.O. Box 117,

ity of ftmds, programs, staff and facilities.

winners of the ten Honorable Mention awards,

co~troction for the 1994-95 academic year.

REQUIREMENTS:

Oak Ridge, Tenn. 37831 ·0117.

Fellows will have the: opportunity to con-

will receive aU-expense-paid trips to the Awards

duct research at qualifying federal and univenity

evenL Scholarships will be awarded to the schools

These awards are open to any undergraduate

laboratories in the United States.

of the top three prize winners. Cash honorariwns

student in the United states orCanada. The student
shall have achieved senior sLitus in a four-year or

tional programs in science and engineering educa-

The programs are open to all qualified U.S.

will be given to the faculty 'Sponso rs of winninS

tion, training and management systems, energy,

citizens and permanent resident aliens without

students , and cash awards will be given for ten

and environment systems , and medical scienceS.

regard to race, sex, religion, color, age, physical or

· honorable mention selections.

longer undergraduate prognun in engineering,
construction, or technology during the year for

ORISE conducts these programs for the U.S.

mental disability, national origin. or status as a

The DuPont 1994 Plunkett Student Awards

Department of Energy throgh a management and

disabled veteran orveteran of the Vietnam era. To

for Innovation with TeOon alsoseek.s, asappropri-

be made on the basis of demonstrated interest and

ability to work in the field of concrete construc-

which the awards arc presented. The awards wil!"

operating conll'llct with Oak Ridge Associated

request an application packel, write to Sciencel

~ Ie ,

Established in 1946,

Engineering Education Division, Oak Ridge insti-

advisors to provide additional consultative assis-

tute for Science and Education, P.0 , Box 117, Oak

tance in the preparation of their entry. Scholar-

The student must have a course load of 6 or

Ridge. Tenn. 37g31·0117, orcal! (615) 576-9975.

ships to the institutions of choice of the customer

more credit hours each scmesterduring the period

fabri cator advisors of the winning students also

for which the award is made. The student must be

will be awarded.

a senior during the year for which the awa rd is

Universities (ORAU).

1:30pm Tau Beta Sigma Mtg., 315 Ch ern Eng

800-569-7749.

line is Feb. 15, 1994.

week for juniors, and S200 per week for sopho-

cation (ORISE) carries out national and interna-

7:00 pm Alpha Coi Sigma Mtg., G· 3 % renk

Upto 12ncw awards will bemade with frist

stipends of 5250 per wed for seniors. $225 per

The Oak Ridge Instiblte for Science and Edu-

114CE

Kindlc,)'OU'rtmyhtlO!

....

Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education.

mospheric Turbulence and Diffusion Division,

6:00 pm MSM Spelunlcen Club Mtg., 204

_____

Marcia DeMarcus., ORISE Fellowship Programs,

Hugh Patrick. Toner, Vice President, The Society

Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education.

nah River £coloSY I....aboratoy. Duke University,

--

America Society of Testing and Materials, and

Phelps County, at 265-5493. or Neil Bacoski,

\

is"'Jycool!

Aplicants must have received a doctoral
degree or equivalent in an appropriate discipline

ehainnan of the Blood Drive for UMR Student

Newport News, Va.; Pittsburgh Energy Technol-

Z,
;obu,youpromistdyOll \Io1lUldD'

For application. or

ORAU

is

a

muhiuniversity

consortium.

to match students with customer fabricator

tion.

Appli cations are now being accepted for

The Oak Ridge Institute for Science and

three postdoctoral fellowships sponsored by the

Ecucation (ORIS E) carries out national and inter-

U.S. Department of Enersy's (DOE) Office of

national programs in science and ensineering

Full-time students, working individually or in

made (not necessarily at the lime of application).

Health and Environmental Research and admini-

edu cation, training and management systems,

teams , are eligible to enter. The competition is

Transcripts, recommendations, and an essay must

stered by the Oak Ridge Institute for Science and

energy and environment systems, and medical

open to juniors, seniors and sraduate students.

be submitted as outlined on the applicat ion fonn.

Education.

sciences. ORISE conducts these programs for the

Faculty sponsorship is required. The deadline for

Application avail.ble in the Student Financial Aid

submittinS entries is January 14, 1994.

The Alexander Hollaender Distineuished

U.S. Dcpar1ment of Energy throuah a manage-

Postdoct oral Fellowship Proaram offers fel-

ment and operatin, contract with Oak Ridge As-

10w5hips in the energy-related life, biomedical,

sociated Universities (ORAU).

and environmental scienc? as well as other scien-

1946, ORAU is a multiuniversity consortium.

Established in

tific disciplines. Up to five new fellowships will

be awarded with a first year stipend of S37.500.
The deadline forthe Alexander Hollaender

To obtain infonnation or an entry fonn, call

Office G·l Parter Hal! .

COMPLETED APPUCATIONS MUST BE

800-432-7536, or write The DuPont Plunkett

RECIEVED IN DETROIT NO LATER THAN

Student Awards, Suite 550, 400 North Capitol

JANUARY 29,1994.

Street, N. W., Washington, D. C , 20001.
Th~ DuPont 1994 Plunk~rt Srud~1l1S Awards- for

lnnovQtion with "Ttflon," sponsored by DuPont ,

Students

considering the continuation of

see Aid, page 17
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Fort cheeses his way with two easy picks; reviews week 9 action

Get Your First Look
at 1993-94

Brian Fortelka

Miner Basketball

Staff Writer

OPEN SRIMMAGE
Saturday, November 13
4:30pm (After Football Game)

This past Sunday was marked by
the return of Tom Landry to Texas
Stadium and his induction to the "Ring
of Honor". Jerry Jones was rightfully
booed as he introduced the coaching
legend. As the Cowboys honored one
of the great coaches of our time, the
Dolphins Don Shula was denied his
325th coaching win in week#IO. Here
is a wrap-up of things around the
league.

Earn $ 500 - $1000 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For detai ls - RUSH $1.00
with SASE to:
_GROUP FIVE
57 .Greentree Drive, Suite 307
.
Dover, DE 19901

r---------- ----,

I
A CUT ABOVE
.I
"FALL PERM SPECIAL"
I
I
I
;,137 PfJRM, eu~ & S~'lf.ffJ
I
I
.f6 /rq A IVII cX<JIIA
I
I
I
CALL FOR AN APPOINT~NT
I
I
_ ___
_ __ ~I
IL _______
OFFER GOOD wrrn COl'PON
£\''PIRES 11· 13·93
2<N WEST El..£VENJ1-I STREET (3 1-') 364~S66

NFC-East: Down in the big D, the
Cowboys looked unstoppable as they
used and abused the New York Giants.
The Dallas defense, led by bicepless
Ken Norton, simply used its speed to
outman the Giants. Not all news was
good news in Dallas however, as Troy
. Aikman had to leave the game in the
3rd quarter with a strained
hamstring .... In Phoenix, the Cardinals
used a steady gound attack to steimy
the Eagles. Rookie Ronald Moore led
the Cards with 160 yards on the
ground, while the 'defense put the
strangle hold on aging Ken O'Brien
and the Eagles offense ....The Redskins were able to get on the winning
track as Indianpolis came to R.F .K.
The Colts simply are bad.

. stayed atop the Central with a total
whitewashing of the B ucs. Barry
Sanders made the Bucs pay as he
rushed for 182 yards, while Rodney
Pete guided the offense to a 23-0 win ...
In Chicago, the Raiders and·the Bears
played an ugly game that niether team
.wanted to win. In the end, Kevin
Butthead choked' on two short field
goals that could have given the Bears a
win. Art Shell and and the Raiders
choked but still left the windy city witlt
an important wm.:::The McMahonless Vikes ran into a fued up Charger
squad. Natrone Means racked up a
career high 105 yards and John
"Deep"Friesz passed for 286 and two
touchd9wns as the Chargers cruised to
a 30-17 thrashing.

APC-Central: The Oilers and
Warren Moon were back in form , as
the Moon M1IIl passed for 369 yards
against the vaunted Seattle defense.
Rich Mirer and the Seattle offense
couldn't get on track against the new
attitude defense of Buddy Ryan ... .In
Cincy, the Bengals took a 16'() lead on
the Steelers, but once again choked to
remain winless for the 1993 season.
Barry Foster and the Steeler offense
line said enough is enough and crushed
Cincy's hopes of actually winning a
game .....The John Elway jinx continued in the dog-pound as Denver assa\llted the Browns 29-16. Bernie
Kosar was sacked five times as Karl
NFC-Central: The Detroit Lions _ M,:ck!.enl'urg !'Jld the_Broncos con tin-

ued their dominace of'the Browns.
The Chargers, Cowboys, Jets, and
Lions cruised through week # 10. The
APC -West remains the division with
the most questions. Will Joe ever see
action again? Can the Chargers continue ·their winning ways? When will
the Raiders be put out of their misery?
Many questions loom large as this
NFL season rolls into Week # 11.
Atlanta --Clev.eland
Green Bay
Houston
Kansas City
Miami
Minnesota
N.Y. Jets
Phoenix
San Fransisco
Washington
Chicago
Buffalo

at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

L.A. Rams
Seattle
New Orleans
Cincinnati
L.A. Raiders
Philadelphia
Denver
Indianpolis
Dallas
Tampa Bay
N.Y. Giants
San Diego
Pi\tsburgh (mon)

Lock of the Week: ,Chicago at San
Diego. The Bolts have gotten things
together,_while the Bears are in need of
a new offense. Leslie O'Neil and Junior Seau should give Jim Harbaugh
fits .
. Chargers 31 Bears 13
Upset Special: Buffalo at Pittsburgh. The AFC leading Bills come to
the Steel City with a 7-1 record. The
Steel curtain defense should drive Jim
Kelly nuts.
Steelers 21 Bills 17

Missouri Miner
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Introducing the newA1&T Personal Choice"" Calling Carel-.,
The AmI' Personal Choice- Calling Card is the only card that lets you select your awn name or number Choose any
rombination of seven to nine letters ordigilS. Use your nickname. Your birthday. Your telephone number. Even the name of a
boyfriend or girlfriend. (As long as you're not going to want to brget them dawn the road)
What's more, you can use it to make calls to or from almost an}'\\t1ere and still get Amrs low rates.
The new A1m' Personal Choice Calling Card There'sno easier way to stay in touch. And no .
~
easier card number to remember, beCause you choose it.
Call ~ryour AmI' Personal Choice Calling C~ today, and make a name for yourself.

Dial 1 800654-0471, EXt 1440.

- ....-=.
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Career Opportunities
Center here to help you
News
Services
SOURCE

The following skills are rated in
"JOB CHOICES 1994" as the most
important skills employers seek injob
candidates: Oral communication
skills, Written Communication skills,
Interpersonal skills, Proficiency in
field of study/technical competence,
Demonstrated teamwork abilities,
Flexibility, Analytical skills, Computer knowledge, Co-op/intemship

1. '••,

Aid
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.• iI ' LURYM.GOLDWATERSCHOLARSHIP

Febnmy 1,1994 .

The Foundation will award under&ruIuate

T

IcboIUllUpo to cutstanding students, to be known

Soddy ror 1M A _ of Material and

American Sodely of Heallnl, Rorrl ....allnl

Barty M. Goldwater Scholars, in the .pring of

........ ~(SAMPLE)otr'" U_-

and·Alr-Condlllonlnl Enlln.... , INC •

II

1994 for uoe duri", the 1994-9S academic year.
The awards will bem.de on the basis ofmcrit

to. They win attend • series of Icc:tures by

Or in your first year of graduate or medical

to

school? Arc you interested in a careerin biomedi·

NllI scientists and will tour the renowned ND-I

cal

r<OCa reb?

Oinical Center. one of the world', largest raeart:h

The NationallMtitute Allergy and Infectious

hospitals. They will have face-to·race di5cussions

These awardo are for

ASHRAE offers two grant-in-aid programs:

Diseases (NIAID) in Bethesda, Md., offero the

with scientists about current research initiatives

reco,Dition of put and present collqe scholastic

one for graduate students and one for students in

Introduction to Biomedical Resean::h Program

and advances as well as careerconcems. All par·

graduate SchoIonhlp.

to two aroups of students.; Those who will be

and t.cchn.ic:al achievement and future potential.

the fm&l two years of undergraduate study. It is

that acquaints academically talented minority stu·

ticipants will be provided with expenses and

coI1eae juniors in the 1994-95 academic year and

Consideration. al~ is given to specific courses of

awa~ed once each

dents with career opportunities in biomedical rc·

round·trip transportation to the Bethesda camp.

tbo&e who will be college seniors in the 1994-95

study. academic awards and honors received.

academic year.

lCIdemie year, wtio have outstandin, potential

work experience. campus, and community activi-

Applicants for either program should be in-

and intend to pUmJc careers in mathematics, the

ties, and • written dissertation demostrating the

natural sciences, and those engineering disci-

student', knowlcdce in processing and materials

plines that contribute significantly to technologic:aladvances.
To be coruidered. a student must be nomililted by his or her college orunh'ersity using the

otraeial nomination materials provided

to each

inatitution. Must have a college Iflde-point aver-

IIC of at least. ""8" (or the equivalent) and be in

the u.pper fourth of his or her clas5.

,.'

experience, Problem -solving abilities,
and Decision-making ablilities.
The great majority of these skills
prove you will be effective on the job
in working and communicating with
others and in making successsful decisions. Co-oprmternship work is a
definite plus as it gets you professional
work experience before you graduate.
Over 500 students and 120 companies participate in Cooperative
Training on this·campus. Come to Ihe
Career Opportunities Center on the
third floor of Norwood Hall to learn
more about Cooperative Training and
Internships in order to acquire Ihese
skills so important in the workplace.

year for usc in the fo!(owmg

, The students also wi) I have the opportu.nity to

search.
''This program offers minority students from

apply forswnmerpositions in theNIAID Division

volved in the heating, ventilation,airconditioning

across the country an in.depth and intense four·

oflntramural reseArch. Thes,e jobs provideoppor·

or refriscration (INACIR) fields or in related ar-

day introduction to NlAD-NllI," said Vincent A.

tunities.... to increase students' knowledge and

technology as Riancd to the applicants field of

eas. These may include indoor air quality. energy

Thomas, M S. W.o M. P. A., program director.

derstanding of biomedical research. career paths

study.

conservation, human comfort or HV AC System

'This initiative grew out of the Institute's concern

and the tyPes of positions available at Nrn.

REQUIREMENTS:

design, operation or maintenace.

about the underrgnesetltation of minorities in the

Applicants must have a 3.0 or beu.er GPA

scientific pool. Our goal is to inc~e the nwnber

and be recommended by the deans and faculty

- This ,ward is ratricted to th~e purRIing •

BS in englnecrln, in an institution

.ec~jtcd

by'

15,1993, to be considered. Applicants will be ~
tificd of the results of the competitive evaluation

EAC/ABET orCEAB.
- The applicant must be • fun-time student in
one of the

Applications must be received by December

aceredi..:.t.EAC or CE.AB

by

Apri~

1, 1994. Funds will be avail.ble to the

of minority scientists."

Wl-

mernben; of their schools. Selection is bued on

NlAID, a cOmponent of the National Insti·
tutes of Health (NIH). focuses on investigations

these recommendations and the s.rudents· pcBOnal
and academic achievements.

\

prognuns

grant recipients shortly after July 1.

on the causes of allergic, immunologic and wec·

~r

an application packet.. contact NlAID at

""The student must also be a United States citi-

listed (or the attended institution with at leut one

Your faculty advisor will.lso need to Submit

tious diseases and development ofbeuer means to

9000 Rockville Pike. Building 31, Room 719.

zat. • resident alien. or in the case of nominees

semestero( ,ndes i;D the proaram by February 1.

an application Conn containing some infonnation.

prevent. diagonise and treat these illneucs. In

Bethesda, Md. 2Og92 or call (301) 496-4846.

from American Samoa or the commonwealth of

1994.

(Information will be with the application which

addition to researt:heni working in NlAID labora-

Applications also may be obtained from the col·

can be picked up at the Student Financial Aid

tories, NlAID supports scientists at U. S. universi·

lege or university dean or representatives for 1\'UI

the Mariana lslaodo, a United States National.

• The applic:iuit muat be r<eommended by his

Nomin~ from resident aliens must include a

or her departnx:at had.

Ittler of lh~ nomiDcc', intent to oblain U.S. citi-

- The applicant

zatobip.
lbesc forma are lvail,ble in the Office of the

mU5l

Office, G·l Parker Hall).

cumulative crade point average based on 4.0.
- Hi,h school and seniors Ire not eJe,ible.

Vice Chancelor. Acadmie Affairs, 204 Parker

1994 Awardo: IIl~: - SS.OOO; 2nd Place: -

IIaU. The _1M for IlUdenta to blm theinppli-

S2.so<1; up to 2.5: - SI,ooo.

CIIioIW ineo the Acadmic Affairs office is Non.....

AppIIcau. _

............... DO 1aI... lhan

- ties. medical schools and research institutions-to

programs such as Minority Accesa to Research

various diseases.

Careers or Minority BiomedicaJ ResearchSympo·
sium. The completed ~pplic:ation packet must be

conduct scientific studies

have a 3.30 minimum

aD

INTRODUCTION TO BIOMEDICAL RE·

including AIDS, tuberculosis, hay fever. hives.

SEARCH ENCOURAGES MINORITY STU·

Lyme disease. tropical diseases and sexually

received at N1AID from the dean or chairpenon

DENTS TO PURSUE SCIENCE CAREER

transmitted diseases.

no latc! than Dec. 3, 1993. Applicant< will be

Are you an academically talented minority

Approximately SS students will be selected

.rudent in your junior or senior year of oollele?

for the 1994 progrom, scheduled for February 6

notified by letter about final selections of patticipants after Dec. 17, 1993.
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Final Examination Schedule
The fmal eltamination period will begin Monday, December 13, 1993 at
7:30 a.m .• andendat5:30p.m., Friday, December 17,1993. Commonfmals are
schedule for those courses listed in Section II below. Room assignments for
common fmals will be announced by the instructors.
The courses not covered in sections l. II, and m are to be arranged by the
instructor in cooperation with the students in that course.

I.

Evening Course Finals are schedule for the evening session during
fmal week. Evening courses are those courses beginning after 5:30
p.m.

II.

Common Finals include ALL SECTIONS.
B Eng 50,150
B Eng 110
B Eng 120
Chern 222, 226
CSci 73
EE61
EM 160
Hist 112, 175, 176, 176H
Math 2,8
Math 6, A-K, 204
Math 21, 22
ME 208
ME211
ME 213

Tuesday
Monday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Wednesday
Thursday
Tuesday
Thursday
Wednesday
Monday
Monday
Wedne~day

Thursday

7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
1:00-3:00
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
1:00-3:00
7:30-9:30

-- Fall 1993

ME 219,240,242
ME 280
Phys 23,24
Pol Sci 90

m.

Friday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Tuesday

Regular Finals
First Weekly Class Meeting Time
Monday 7:30
Monday 8:30
Monday 9:30
Monday 10:30
Monday 11 :30
Monday 12:30
Monday 1:30
Monday 2:30
Tuesday 8:05 or 8:30
Tuesday 9: 30
Tuesday 10:30
Tuesday 11:05 or 11:30
Tuesday 12:30
Tuesday 1:30 or 2:05

7:30-9:30 .
7:30-9:30
1:00-3:00
7:30-9:30

Final Exam Time

Monday.
Thursday
Tuesday
Monday
Wednesday
Friday
Thursday
Friday
Wednesday
Monday
Tuesday
Thursday
Friday
. Tuesday

3:30-5 :30
1:00-3:00
1:00-3:00
1:00-3:00
3:30-5:30
1:00-3 :00
3:30-5 :30
3:30-5:30
10:00-12:00
10:00-12:00
3:30-5:30
10:00-12:00
10:00-12:00
10:00-12:00

According to the Manual of Infonnation all requests to change the fma!
schedule be~ause of conflicts or having three or more examinations scheduled
on one day "are to be made in the Registrar's Office at least one week before
.
the beginning of the final examination week" (Friday, December 3).

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
from page 3
gales would be opened to his anny event of the people letting the enemy
without a fight (Remember that al- in; and beyond human foresight).
though the Bible docs not give dates,
In Leviticus -26:27-34, approxithe dates can be found in history mately five prophecies were given
books. Therefore we know the time concerning Judea. I will mention just
Isilah lived and when the city of Baby- two of the five that have been fulfilled:
Verse 33: "I will scatter you
lor was invaded.) Archaeologists
have discovered the records of both among the nations."
The Jews were scattered at the
cYrus and of the Babylonians. They
agree that the Babylo~ans were tired tiine of the capture by Titus. but their
of the misrule of Belshazzar (the king , complete scattering was accomof Babylon at this timej and threw plished in AD 135. A false Messiah
by the name of Bar Cochbah arose and
"
;'J' open the gates
the city and
" •. ,LI ,Jil ll' CX1II\ed the arnues of Cyrus.
SIX led the fanatical lews against ' the
Ronuins. and they successfully re,f . i months Iatcr Cyrus hinuelf came and
sisted the Roman armies for some time
i was given a triumphal entry complete
",.:n I
wiIh palm branches. 1hi~ fits in with IUltil an able Roman general, lulius
~erus. was summoned to subdue
•
I if: ' Isaiah as well with what Daniel has to
'~",1: ,_r~(1i " r inDanieISand6. Pleasccompare them. It is said that 500,000 of the
lews were killed at this time and many
~ dlilJIIOIIbcc:ytothe3law$ofprophccy
carlicr (time elap$cd; details
thousands more were taken and $Old
",~,'" " . ~~ ~ilh IpeCific names. specifIC and unusual into slavery.

!Jg
,

,['b,-e'. ,' 'i .
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ft 'i
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Verse 32: "Your enemies shall
dwell therein,"
After the dispersal of the Jews ,
the land was put up for sale by the Emperor Hadrian and was bought by the
Gentiles, who flocked in to settle the
land.
I, can't go over the lOO's of
prophecies in the Bible but I hope I
have at least made you think about the
possibilities. Look into it on your own
and make your own conclusions. but
kcepan openmind. Maybe if the Bible
is right on hundreds of genuine prophecies. il could be lelling the truth on
the things thaI can nOI be proven righl
or wrong such as the exislence of God.
Lctme add that I have yello fmd a part
of the Bible thaI has been prov~n

wrong.

,c
jff:

I

Christianity
R. Pogue

from page 3

And in response to "cmbarrauing younclfby writing [withoul quotin& the
Bible)." i will match inteUcct with ' you any day. Mr.lMs. MendaI- ,The
ratiocWizaliOlli for your opinions are based on experience and interactiDl1S with
other humans. You bClleve the way you do based on a particular scI of ideas that
you subsmbe to. I believe the way I do based on the set of idcal$ that I believe
in. ThiIIking is a proc:css based on a ScI of steps that one cbooscs_ My steps are
differenl than yours. One of my steps inserts that my belief in God will play a
roleinmyde:cision- Thus,lamnolcmbarraucdinthc$lighlesltoquoletheBible
as a buil for my decisions. Nor is it pathetic to SlUdy my Bible to improve my
life.
Condudin,. I would ask that you try 10 undCrlWld thaI our beliefs. solely
on an imd1cctuallcvcl. are Cvcry bil u valid u yours.
My mind is a device to guide: my life based ol11ny convictioo that God is my
Father. '1!Id will watch over me.
. -.
.

MattBaut
Jemny Martens
Roben HUlchinson

AdamLRosc
Shawn K. Erdman
Keith Blackford

-~

- --

r--
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Gossip

,

Christy,

.

from page 10

Doug - The Quicker Picker Upper. When

My eyes love youl

afC

Hit Squad Quiz.l :

you going to vacuum my ro~ again?

ZlAM.

Q. How many Hit Squad members does it take to

Joanne

fix a light bulb?

Fluff

Kappa Sig survived the swampl

Beotch - I'm free on Wednesday for our late

A. None. All those characters have to do is

night talk.

show up and the light 'II fix itself.

Skippy
learn how to play volleyball. When you fiDd

Rodger. Brian. Heath and Lornnne. niank:; for

Out, teach me.

showinS up!

DoRA

Sanh,

Joanne

Can you stay healthy for more

night and thought th~ was • goriU. in the

Dee Kay

ThanI1s, Mike Hall, for the history help.

I-guy

Have you ever woken up in the middle of the

Wuz up to my" girls Mama J and Sweet TI

Todd Rastafer is the best baseball player at
UMRI P.S. Hc's also the coolestl

English 20 EXCEL-

This is you Robbie, Dustin, KriJtin. losh,

room?

I saw Kriss Kross
Dee Kay

Carrie - you' re the best roommate!!

SteVe Gorg.

Wei ring

] love youl

Stephanie.

Karen.

.

Munzo· you're the best dance partner besides

Wu:r. up Booky, yt>U M.1. T. III

being a super swimmer.

Dee Kay

Love

Silly boy ... don't you know that cyerything's

Joanne

Lisa Edwards

Happy late binhdayl

Phys-sucks, don't it?

kiddingl I trust y.ool

Tony

Don't ask a certain Hit Squad member to make

B
your Kool-A idl

Lisa - you did great in your playll

10-

Denise,

Sheri and len-

Yo, Youngblood!!! Stop mackin' and saye

len - Tell me some news .

I'm still confusedl Did we participate or not1

Yep, ] guess we all ~'t go for your rules. But,

I am so sorry fo r being the jerk and pest I am.

hey, is it the money that matters?

some of the women for the rest of us.

10

Please forgive me, I'll be your servant forever.

Piepho

Dee Kay

Bridgette

leff
Jim Ward is a cool volleyball coach!

What would happen if a certain someone went
after an other certain someone, but that second

1-1-10<1111

Joanne

Joanne

Nat,

Derek - Thank you so much for the wake up

What do you think of ordering everything green
out of every catalogue we can find?

Dionne - WHATEVER!!

Happy binhday Delli

,

"

SUAM. Duh Duh Duh
DuhDuhDuh

Happy binhday to Chandell Boyd.
LoYe,

I'

and kill it.

Rusty,

Just in case you were wondering I still love youl

Tony

Look out. The House B guys are going to get you.

Bridgie

Some day, they say.

N~t,

Dr. Dan is the coolest guy. What other math

I feel like if ~ see one more decor catalogue ...

teacher brings movies to a numerical ~Iysis

haml

class1 Next time, bring your own popcorn.

Brig

Tony

Sarah and rob,

TI-NGimps :

You two can only be neighbors if we allliye in

You proved you could bett us i. V-Ball. But

the same subdivis ion!

you are nol gods until you can beat a Quad leam.

Bridgette

Captain of the Wild Baby Goots.

QHAMEN-

Love, your roomie!

QHA VOllEYBAlL (EXCLAMATION

-.

You know, you really ~hou ld give blonde man

,

10
Old Bull- ReaI5 .0s. are it and th at's that.

I'm naming all of my cats Clovis. How about

We are three games toward your goal -

you1

record. Keep it uplll
Steve (Postman).

CARRIE

I was dying just to ask for a tastel

row likes to watch your butt wiggle when you

me

set.

Jeffrey PaulWhat are you going to usc that wineglass for?

Nat

Carrie ·-That WHATEVER stuff is getting

a curious bystander

Soil)' I had to trade yoo, but

I
I
:

Tony

Sheri·
Heyl Here 's a helpful hint when your

Do you have a thing for Sarah's pumpkin?

homework is done, go to bedl

Sarah and Sheri

the advice giver

Here's a novel idea - I'll go watch all of the
games you two ever play and you can just taunt

Sarah,

m- Did yt>u enjoy your binhday?

We hear

When you s ~p Cale, who's supposed to keep

you made a new friendl

me awake?

MCAnemey Hal I

The napper

Attention Questc!'S:

Bad idealt37
Comparing two people's und~rwears drawers

HEY SEXY!

Just ~ember... there are times when young

look. at the butt on that one ...

women like yourselyes have gone questing
returned empty-handed, only to fmd that their

Mad<H-

object of desire was right at the beg inin g.

Does your husband play too?

The fiel d guide

youl When do you ,

Geiger Counter man,

So what movies are neJ;t on the list? I need a ,oodl
"aplll

Cool?

Holmes,

Tony

Ttold you I'd do it
P.S. No, not shave my cr"ch.

Tony,

shower

aot

study?

me about ever going to watch IOt1)C of mine.

Hey! Next time, don ' t just watch .. Help in the

Gary, Brian , Mad< D-

Velie,

The spades diseaae has

you army best friend. You lost.

10

L P.

m wanted either

Rob,

miJdly curious

Dan - Dinner wu lovely.

Hey tricky ladyl I can only wonder at the amlZing things you'll come up with next!

annoying.

B

go eyerywberelJ

Kendnl ,

Coach

hear a FORD rust.

Is it going to be yummy? I'll bake cookiesl

!

When is your next trip? I'm so jealous. You getW i

The lUSon you play setter is because the back

0-

Hi

,

a 0-9

Bridgette

Old Bull - On a dark and quiet night, one can

Jason Petersl

-

only arise when all of the vossed are away?

RAF - WHATEVERI I

Aren't I sexy anymore?

~

though.

Demps,

Chad ...

Bad, or Ugly? It's .too bad about the blowout.

You just have to love those big emeracocies thau

Mandy. Brian, & Renee,

TJ-N Wild baby Goaters-

B

Holly,

What's the verdict about your weekend? Good. ~, ~

Usa,

with obvious Gennan heritage who live on 7S.
in room 7, the most trouble you possibly can.

Fright Classic teams are interesting, eh1 Care

to make a wager on the wiMer?

P. S. We let you win.
Trey, Sheri, Sarah, Natalie, Mike, Cbristy, Brian,

Mwuo - Redheads ?

Mad< (the Rat),
~_ Fan

Sandy,

POINT)

len,

Piepho

Bubby,

Spanky

Joanne ,and Came.

The idea factory

One of my lifelong goals was to get a personal

in 207 would ~ut up ...

Bridgette
The next time you see that "thing", grab a stick

calls.

Then the theme could be ..... Hmm?

9S

'"

Dime,dime, quarter, dollaaahhh!

.

in the Miner. ThAnksl Now if only that phone

Hit Squad Quote of the week :

Joe - Thanks for the late night food.

a certain someone

~~

here's to the world's GREATEST line judge -

Derek - Lori is the best choice.

certain someone's s ignificant othe r popp ~d the
first certain someone in the nose?

.;

1. 1. 1oe-

Hey, Renee. My offer's still on the table.

Tornado·

~

,

Cathy E.

So ... I'm only allowed to let mad if... lust

perfect? Hmm ...

de~

Your loving little brothcr

BryanQWckHint:

HO'

Get your own damn car.

love 9S

ra,

1.R.· My goodnessl What a lot of complaints I

Bridgelte

-

Hit Squad jackets!l!

week?

Tony

Joanne
Happy Binhday,

thllll

Just wonderina:.

AmyH.

.

Bryan,
Dh Sweetie! Guess what! Sixteen mo re days till

Do you know what I like about yay? You feed
me . I think you and Mike might have to adopt
me after you get married.

Super Swimmer,
I love the New Orleans look. Thank you soooo
much .
-Joanne

Tony

you are 211
Bridgette

......

Imil

edU
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GET AN EDUCATION IN
SCHOLARSHIPS WITH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

F====:

C H R I, S T MAS

SK

Yuur co llege education rep·
resent s on e of your most impor·
tant career ciec isions, Join Air Force
ROTC, 1111d you may be eligible for differ·
('lit scilolilrsil ip progrilill s th il t ca ll help fiU),
for tilat l'dll('alioll ,
"
Bul you 'll learll somelhillg el se, too: that Air Force
ROTC opells opportuilities for you to take your college
degree iligher, faster and furtheLthan you ever reali zed,
Imagine yo ur status as an Air Force officer, and get an
education in opportunity - call

ii?

341-6541

Capt. Hines

------ -----------.--

'-======::-=-.-....................-.~
~

~~

B REA

LODGING· LIFTS' PARTIES' PICNICS' TAXES:

BEACH or SKI Group Promoter,
S mall or larger groups.
Your's FREE, discounted or CASH.
Call CMI 1-800-423-5264

~

..

~
~"

TOLL FREE INFORMAnON & RESERVATIONS

l·aOO·SUNCHASE

t " "''' Il!rship Excellence Stilrts Here

PC Slip
A newer and easier way to acc-e ss
University computer systems.

lDtheuer?

ilboutyourwruend? CtI
l'stoobadabouttbcblo'PS

loveIhoscbil CUlC1lmcHsff

Uofthc\·01Stdllt \lo,Y?
'

Do you ever get tired having to use confusing dial-up programs just to access
some of the University's computer systems? Don't 'understand the way to make
a modem work? Tired of using Kermit? Then PC Slip is for you.
PC Slip is a new program designed to help you access the University
computer systems such as UMRVMANMB, Saucer, and other systems. You can
use it to access Gopher or to establish FTP connections for file transfers. PC
Slip can run under DOS or Windows 3.1.
Using PC 'Slip is also very easy. Instead of having to know confusing
commands to terminate your connection or program, you simply type ·slip dial" to
begin the session and then "slip hangup" to terminate the connection. You can
also do other important tasks with your computer while PC Slip is active. You
can finish your lab paper in Word Perfect, begin your Quattro assignment, or do
just about anything else that is on,your local PC.
Here's how you use PC Slip:
1) "slip dial"
(establishes modem connection)
2) issue command such as:
"gopher"
(attaches you to UMR gopher system)
"telnet domain" (telnet to a system like umrvma.umr.edu or
saucer.cc.umr.edu)
"ftp domain"
(begin ftp session to a remote system)
or other programs on your local machine (WP, QPro, etc.)
3) "slip hangup"
(hangs up the phone)
, ,Configuring PC Slip to work on your machine is almost just as easy. In most
cases, you will only need to change the modem speed in the configuration fil es to
reflect your modem's maximum speed. - In some cases, a slightly more
complicated change may be necessary (Hey - That's what the help desk is for!)
You can get a copy of PC Slip from the CLC's on the first floor of M-CS. It
requires about 1.2 megabytes on a floppy disk. Login to the UMR-CC-FS1/guest,
select "Network Printers and Utilities" from the menu , and then select "Obtain
Dialup Software" . If you have any problems, just ask the Htllp Desk.
Documentation' is available in the Computing Services office to assist in the
use of PC Slip and also to give more details on using Telnet, FTP, and Gopher.,
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Angie Pass anise
Staff Writer

The men's soccer team had a
hard year with many tough
losses. The team is very young
and being low on the totem pole
it would be difficult for a young
team to defeat a team of seniors. ,
The majority of this team consists of freshmen willi only two
seniors. These seniors each have
.one more year of eligibility and
they will be looked at as the key
players in the year to come. Se·
nior Phil Hahn, junior Jimmy
Chapman and sophomore Andy
Jenkins were key players in this
year's team. Phil Hahn, the starting keeper was needed on the
field for the majority of the season. The first game he played on
the' field he scored a goal. He
showed leadership this year and
will again lead the team next
year. The leading scorer, Jimmy
Chapman, helped lead the Min·
ers to some victories and defensive sweeper, Andy Jenkins,
with the help of freshman Brian
Marks kept the scoring low.
This team has a lot of poten·
t ial in the following years because it is so young. There are
some excellent players returning
which will hopefully tum the
Miner's next season into a winning one.

Solutions
from page 6
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------------ - ---
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Rob Wilson
Staff Writer

Note's. from the green side: the
St. Pat's Committee recently donated approximately five hundred
sweatshirts and close to one hundred pairs of sweatpants to a iocal
charity, the LUV Foundation. This
clothing will be distributed to needy
families throughout the Rolla and
oullY,ing Missouri regions to help
combat the cold winter months
ahead. We hope it spreads a little
Christmas cheer to those less fortunate.

~

On a lighternote, a reminder that
float entries are due Sunday, November 20, at no later than 6:00 pm.
Don't wait until the last minute to
submit your entries. Submissions
will take place at Sigma Pi Fraternit», located on E: 12th Street. Remember, any group, not just a fraternity orsorority ,can submit and construct a float for the St. Pat's Parade.
All you need are willing workers and
an active imagination. Once again,
the theme for this year's parade is
"SI. Pat's Enters the World. of Animation."
If you haven't picked up your
green yet you have more reason than
ever because the sweatpants and
children's sizes are on the way, and
remember, only 127 Daze till the
Best Ever!
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Pe ace Together- A Special 'G oat ee Report
McMordie feels that reaching the
in
Since the late 60's, the country of " were ~elup as a temporary measure
getting children before they learn such hatred '
Ireland has been tom in two across the the early 70's' to stop killers
And is the only solution left. In his words,
lines of religious belief, and there easy access to the opposite areas.
a the situation in Ireland has reached "an
It's
since.
ever
there
stayed
they've
seems to be no compromise 'in sight.
acceptable level of violence." Says
really."
thing
A,lthough the lipes.are divided by ones real appalling
To,tell .the truth, I never realized McMordie, "There's a war situation
faith as ' a Protestant or Catliolic, the
there. I mean, a war isn't just defmed
struggle is a political one concerning how appalling it really was. McMorcasualties, it's defmed by a state of
by
of
weeks
two
first
the
in
that
stated
die
Ireland.
_ the British oCfupation . of
mind."
deprived
were
children
22
r,
Instead of being a s\n!ggle of ideology Septembe
With such an inspiration, Peace
vioand principle, the struggle is one of . of a parent through the needless
since I in- Together has grown from local conweeks
'two
the
in
and
lence,
action.
ni'i!itary
and
bombings
certs in Ireland to an international
Having lived most of their lives terviewed McMordie, I have read of
with this violence, Roger Hamilton
,.
and Ali McMordie felt they had to do
something . That something was Peace
Together. Peace Together's solution
.
is to try and help the c1,tildren before
U2 fealllilg lOU R£EJl '
_ CARTER USM t
they learn hatred. To do this, the group
BIllY BRAGG, MDY WHITE &SlH£AD O~COIIOII
fmancially supports established or":'"
•
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ganizations which promote under"'. F '.
•
.. MY BlOODY VAlOOlJIE
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"in
standing and believe
'. ' ,
pop Will EAT IlSEif ~
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BLUR
solution rather than a violent one."
In ail interView with McMordie, he '
. . .. ....... •.'::
~ .... .. .... -... _._
singled out one organization in PlU'CURVE&IMDUIY ,
" 1JIh"".-... .... .. .
ticular. He states, "They're called the
FMlMAMAHSIONS
PlACETOCEIIIER featur;lg l'£'IR;CABRIEl., .... , ••• .
N .1..c..H.S . .- NortheW Ireland Chil.-.S/N£AD O'CONNORl FEARGAL
dren Holiday Scheme. . What these
guys do is to take maybe 30, 40 children on holiday at a time from dePDved areas They're lialf and half...:....
Protestant, Catholic. AI!d tljey usually
take them from neighboring, but segregated areas. In other words, these
kids could have been growing up a
couple of streets away from each
other, and never see each other beeffort with the release of a benefit
cause it would be to dangerous them two separate bombings in Ireland
album featuring a multitude of musi·
people
14
"!ld
10
of
lives
the
claiming
area.
another
into
going
With few exceptions, all of the
cians.
small
a
like
seem
may
24
..
ly
.respective
sepaare
areas
"Very often, these
on the Peace Together album
artists
are
these
But
itself...
by
set
number
rated by what's called the peace line,
has come from the 3 sides in the Irish
which is a physical, 30 foot wall which human lives, and this violence
runs through housings and streets and gone on for over 20 years.
divides these communities. They

~~:mS&UAMO'MAON

:.~:

conflict: Britain, North Ireland, or
South Ireland. The album focuses on
two versions of the song "Be Still." It
features such artists as Peter Gabriel,
Sinead O'Connor; N anci Griffith, and
Jah Wobble plus an additional mix by
members of Cocteau Twins .
Other tracks include Pop Will Eat,
Itself's version of Peter Gabriel's
"Games Without Frontiers." Therapy? performs a rendition of 'The Police's "Invisible Sun" and Fatima
Mansions take on the Sandy Denny
song "John the Gun." What is surprising is that these groups have made
"real songs" as opposed to their nor·
mal fair of loud ~d fast dance mate·
rial. The sincerity of their involvement is ·.appareilt, and they show the
'critics that they are real mu·sil;ians.
The result mixes in well with tracks
added by shoe gazer/dance groups
Blur, Curve, and My Bloody Valentine, rockers U2 (with Lou Reed), and
the soul group, Young DiSCiples. Billy
Bragg and members of Hothouse
Flowers also contribute.
The Peace Together album flows is
a nice mellow listen. And though all
the songs relate to the troubles in ireland or the idiocy of war, the album
dciesn 'tmire in blackness . Instead, the
lyrics act as a wake up call. It's a
collection of awarenes's rising music
that allows you tocontemplate the
troubles in Ireland and the troubles all
over the world. Of Peace Together
and the album, Ali McMordie conimented that the purpose was "to basi·
cally say that if children aren't brought
together ... then the circle of violence
will just continue." I hear you A:li.
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Know?

Saturday
Sunday

Audiophile

12

Audition

'-- .:) :..; .

2

Our Student Services

Will HelP With .
Just About Everything
. 1

.

4

'1'

I

j -

Jazz
Decades

5

.'

All Things Considered

J .".i\BOATMEN'S'
BANK OF ROLLA

Mountain

6

Stage
E-Town

7
Sound
Money

Echoes

Echoes

Echoes

8

8

9

11

6

The Radio Reader

7

51. Paul
Chamber
Orchestra

Pittsburgh
Symphony

Chicago'
Symphony

Hoa(lllcn's today.

364,-1221

4

ATC

'nccds or stwknls including:
• Student Loans· Our rales are attraclivc and

01' visil

Weekend

5

I ill'

repayment doesn ' t begin until you finish
or leave school.
• Boatmep's Basic Checking Account· If you W1ite
just a few checks per month this is the account
tc)r you . There is no minimum halance required 10
('lpt'll till' acc()unl ;IIHI tit,' nH it11 illy sl'I'vin'
charge is af}(m.lable. ·
.
• Boatmen's Automatic Teller M.achines . You
can haw acccss to your money 24 houl's a d;l)"
sCI'<:n ltll'S a week al more Ih;\n 100,000 tdkr
machines arOltlld the world and as d osc as the .
W~t. Mart Super Center ri~hr here in l\olb .

2
3

3
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Boatmen's offers a number of services to meet

Call
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St.Louis
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